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The Food Systems Summit Made It Clear that Transformative Action in Food
Systems is Fundamental to Achieving the SDGs…
“Across the SDGs, the world has established clear and ambitious
goals for food systems that reflect complex relationships between
the environmental, economic, and social pillars of sustainable
development. We do not need new goals; we need to move boldly –
now – to implement the transformative actions needed to achieve
the goals we have.“ (Secretary-General’s Chair Summary
and Statement of Action on the UN Food Systems Summit)

… And Generated a Range of Deliverables that Serve As A Strong Basis for Follow-up Action
SG’s Chair’s Summary
and
Statement of Action

163 Member State
Statements (77 HoSG)
108 National Pathways
Submitted

FSS Compendium
capturing collective
learning through the
Summit

30 Multi-Stakeholder
Initiatives and
Coalitions of Action

Scientific Group –
Science Reader

231 Submissions to the
Commitment Registry
from the
Food Systems Landscape

Elevated Public
Discourse
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Top priorities from Member State Statements

*Values out of 163, coded by naturally emerging themes in statements
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To Support Follow-up: A Food Systems Coordination Hub
Coordination, Support, and Reporting Arrangements
EOSG

UNSDG

Ecosystem of Support
Partners and initiatives
supporting the five
Action Areas
science ecosystem of
support

RBA (FAO, IFAD, WFP) Principals
with UNEP on behalf of UN
System, DCO

Informal Joint RBA
Governing Board; Chairs
of the RBA Governing
Bodies; CFS Chair

FS Follow-up Coordination Hub
(hosted in FAO DG office, staffed by RBAs, UNDP,
UNEP, WHO secondments)

Develop work plan to support implementation of
country transformative pathways.
Hub will leverage the assets of entire UN system

Stakeholder Advisory
Producers
Indigenous Peoples
Youth
Women
Private Sector

Country Level Platforms led by the Government
[Informed by the Five Action Areas]
Country transformation pathways
Supported by Resident Coordinators and UNCT as part of UN
Cooperation Frameworks
(in close coordination with FS coordination hub and UN regional
capacities)

*Note – Shared with the FSS
Advisory Committee on Oct 11, 2021
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The Hub Will Focus on Delivery at Country-level
The Hub will act as a coordinator and connector among diverse constituencies to support national progress on the SDGs and being responsive
to country priorities.

The Hub will have the following strategic objectives:

1

2

3

4

Support national
governments and UN
Country Teams to
accelerate
transformative action
within food systems to
advance progress on the
SDGs.

Maintain, expand and
deepen the inclusivity of
the global ecosystem of
diverse stakeholders
that are supportive of
transforming food
systems at all levels.

Sustain a consistent,
compelling and
contextualized narrative
around food systems
transformation for the
SDGs that all
stakeholders can
embrace and amplify.

Prepare a global stock
taking moment every
two years through 2030.
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The Hub
Will Not

• Replicate existing UN functions and capacities
• Be an implementing agency nor a gatekeeper
• Advocate for itself as an entity
• Develop heavy reporting structures
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The Hub Will Perform Complementary Functions
National Dialogue
and Pathway
Support

Coordinate the provision of technical & policy support requested by countries as they formulate
and implement national pathways for food systems transformation.

Ecosystem of
Support

Promote better integration of the broad ecosystem of support on a country demand-driven
basis, including through the 5 Action Areas; draw on services from the UN system, including
support to multi-stakeholder processes and technical expertise.

Strategic Thought
Leadership

Elevate priority topics for strategic thought leadership in the food systems transformation
agenda to be worked on by UN Agencies and leading actors in the ecosystem of support.

Communications
and Advocacy

Increase awareness, shape the narrative, and drive collective mobilization around the role of
food systems transformation at the heart of delivering the SDGs.

Stakeholder
Engagement

Account for the views, efforts, and resources of a wide range of important and self-organizing
constituency voices in the Hub’s work.

The Hub will be comprised of a nimble team that understands the landscape, makes connections, showcases success and
opportunities for learning, and shapes select public goods.
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The Hub Will Track and Report on Progress to Enable
Feedback and Continuous Improvement

Reporting
arrangements
will make use of
existing
mechanisms in
three primary
reporting
streams:

Annual Progress Report
through the SG to the HLPF • Summary of overall progress made against a concrete
work plan. Inputs for this report will be drawn from
on the Hub’s Annual
existing reporting processes and the voluntary reports
Activities and Results
made by initiatives that remain engaged with the Hub.
Achieved

Annual Country Results
Report and the UNSDG
Chair

• Include food systems in the annual Country Results
Reports by Resident Coordinators to the SG and also
through the UNSDG Chair.

A Comprehensive Progress
Evaluation to the Oversight • Review of the overall impact of the FSS follow-up every
2 years; serve as an input to the two-year stock take
Group on Progress and
undertaken by the SG.
Lessons
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Transition and Phased Rollout of the Coordination Hub is
Underway
Stand-up of the Hub and Special
Envoy's term comes to an end
Transition and initial
organizational design of the Hub

Proposed Hub budget agreed
and resource mobilization
initiated

October

Conclusion of remaining FSS
Secretariat contracts; Handover
to Hub staff finalized

December

November
Final Proposal for Hub design
Briefings and feedback sessions
with Members and other
stakeholders on Hub functions
and services

Mar. 2022

Jan.–Mar. 2022
Hub is operational with steady
handoff from pared down
Secretariat members

Apr.–Dec. 2022
Phased rollout of the Hub
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